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obvious definition meaning merriam webster Mar 29 2024 the meaning of obvious is easily
discovered seen or understood how to use obvious in a sentence synonym discussion of obvious
word for something so obvious there is no need to state it Feb 28 2024 anyway the word means
something like to state the obvious truth and it is so obvious that there is little point in
stating it if i were to use it in a sentence it would be found in the blank to state it is to
utter a
so obvious definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 27 2024 definition of obvious
obvious ɒbviəs adjective if something is obvious it is easy to see or understand see full entry
for obvious collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers
cobuild collocations so obvious so amazing so easy so lovely
so obvious definition in american english collins english Dec 26 2023 so obvious meaning
definition pronunciation translations and examples in american english
obvious adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Nov 25 2023 easy to see or understand
synonym clear i know you don t like her but try not to make it so obvious he agreed with obvious
pleasure obvious that it soon became obvious that the machine did not work it s painfully obvious
that the budget was low for this movie
obvious definition in the cambridge english dictionary Oct 24 2023 adjective us ˈɑːb vi əs uk ˈɒb
vi əs add to word list b1 easy to see recognize or understand that it s obvious that she doesn t
like him they have a small child so for obvious reasons they need money i know you don t like her
but do you have to make it so obvious
obvious english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 23 2023 b1 easy to see recognize or understand
that it s obvious that she doesn t like him they have a small child so for obvious reasons they
need money i know you don t like her but do you have to make it so obvious am i stating the
obvious saying what everyone already knows there is no obvious solution
obvious definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 22 2023 1 adjective if something is
obvious it is easy to see or understand the need to rectify what is an obvious injustice
determining how he will conduct his presidency isn t quite so obvious synonyms clear open plain
apparent more synonyms of obvious 2 adjective
obviously meaning of obviously in longman dictionary of Jul 21 2023 from longman dictionary of
contemporary english ob vi ous ly ˈɒbviəsli ˈɑːb s1 w2 awl adverb used to mean that a fact can
easily be noticed or understood syn clearly we re obviously going to need more help your research
has obviously been very thorough obviously this is going to take some time cost is obviously



important
obvious definition meaning dictionary com Jun 20 2023 adjective easily seen recognized or
understood open to view or knowledge evident an obvious advantage synonyms unmistakable palpable
clear manifest plain antonyms hidden lacking in subtlety obsolete being or standing in the way
obvious ˈɒbvɪəs adjective easy to see or understand evident
obvious adjective definition pictures pronunciation and May 19 2023 adjective ˈɑbviəs obvious to
somebody that easy to see or understand synonym clear it was obvious to everyone that the child
had been badly treated it s obvious from what she said that something is wrong i know you don t
like her but try not to make it so obvious he agreed with obvious pleasure
obvious definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Apr 18 2023 frank clearly manifest evident
open and shut so obvious as to be easily solved or decided self explanatory needing no
explanation transparent easily understood or seen through because of a lack of subtlety writ
large made more obvious or prominent open overt open and observable not secret or hidden see more
pronunciation us
obvious synonyms 168 similar and opposite words merriam Mar 17 2023 synonyms for obvious apparent
evident unmistakable clear straightforward distinct simple visible antonyms of obvious unclear
ambiguous obscure mysterious dark indistinct enigmatic equivocal
obvious meaning of obvious in longman dictionary of Feb 16 2023 from longman dictionary of
contemporary english ob vi ous ˈɒbviəs ˈɑːb s2 w2 awl adjective 1 easy to notice or understand
the obvious way of reducing pollution is to use cars less it is obvious that it was obvious that
gina was lying obvious to it might be obvious to you but it isn t to me 2 behaving in a way that
shows you want s
obvious wordreference com dictionary of english Jan 15 2023 1 hidden collins concise english
dictionary harpercollins publishers obvious ˈɒbvɪəs adj easy to see or understand evident
exhibiting motives feelings intentions etc clearly or without subtlety naive or unsubtle the play
was rather obvious
how to use obviously in a sentence guidelines and tricks Dec 14 2022 1 evident or self evident
one of the primary uses of obviously is to indicate something that is evident or self evident in
this context it emphasizes the clarity or lack of ambiguity in a situation or statement for
example the sun is obviously shining brightly today she is obviously upset about the situation
apparent and obvious smart vocabulary cloud with related Nov 13 2022 unsubtly visibility visible
visibly wonder writ write written all over someone s face idiom apparent and obvious related



words and phrases cambridge smart vocabulary
obvious meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 12 2022 b1 easy to understand or see an
obvious choice answer that it s obvious that he doesn t really care about her fewer examples the
cause of the problem wasn t immediately obvious of the democratic candidates none has an obvious
lead it was painfully obvious that she didn t like him ann s affection for her grandfather was
obvious
obviously adverb definition pictures pronunciation and Sep 11 2022 used to say that a particular
situation or fact is easy to see or understand he was obviously drunk they re obviously not
coming i didn t realize it was a formal occasion obviously i can see by the way you are dressed
see obviously in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation obviously
67 synonyms antonyms for obvious thesaurus com Aug 10 2022 adjective as in apparent
understandable compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches accessible clear conspicuous
discernible distinct evident glaring indisputable noticeable overt palpable pronounced
recognizable self evident straightforward undeniable unmistakable visible weak matches
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